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What is demonstrated

![Diagram showing the components of X11 Application, OpenGL Application, X.Org, AIGLX, freedreno (mesa/gallium), libdrm_freedreno, and msm drm/kms.]

What was improved

FOSS drivers for adreno 2xx/3xx/4xx enables DE's, games, webgl, etc, to work out of the box in your favorite distro.

No blobs or porting to OpenGLES required!

Hardware Information

Inforce 6410 SBC – Adreno 320 / Snapdragon 600 / APQ8064
Inforce 6540 SBC – Adreno 420 / Snapdragon 805 / APQ8084

Source code or detail technical information availability

git://anongit.freedesktop.org/git/mesa/mesa

git://anongit.freedesktop.org/git/mesa/drm

https://github.com/freedreno/freedreno/wiki